Ireland’s membership of the EU and its competitive corporate tax regime provides a unique platform to structure international business in and through Irish corporate and other vehicles.

Our tax team works with international counsel and colleagues from other practice areas to provide innovative tax advice to international corporate and individual clients using Ireland as part of their global tax management strategy.

We regularly advise on the tax aspects of mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and other structures.

Our Expertise

- Structuring multinational corporate activities in and through Ireland
- Ireland as an EMEA hub
- Corporate reorganisations and migrations
- Mergers & acquisitions
- Intellectual property structures
- Property acquisition and development structures
- Double taxation issues
- Employee share schemes and other benefits
- Structured finance
- Aviation and asset finance
- Investment funds
- Advance pricing agreements (APAs)
- Revenue powers
- Indirect tax planning
Our Experience

- Provide both tax structuring and negotiation support on many significant M&A transactions
- Act for one of the world’s leading malware detection groups which benefits from Ireland’s IP regime
- Advised a major NYSE quoted multinational software company on all Irish tax aspects of an internal group restructuring with cross border elements
- Advised a multinational group on Revenue powers, tax disputes and international mutual assistance laws
- Advised on tax aspects of large property acquisition and development transactions
- Advised on the restructuring of investment funds and other vehicles arising from changes in tax law

About Us

We are a business law firm with 90 partners and offices in Dublin, London, New York and San Francisco.

Our legal services are grounded in deep expertise and informed by practical experience. We tailor our advice to our clients’ business and strategic objectives, giving them clear recommendations. This allows clients to make good, informed decisions and to anticipate and successfully navigate even the most complex matters.

Our service is award-winning and innovative. This approach is how we make a valuable and practical contribution to each client’s objectives.

Recent Awards

- **Innovation in Legal Expertise, Ireland**
- **Law Firm of the Year, Ireland**

Key Contact

- **Niamh Caffrey**
  - Partner
  - +353 1 614 2451
  - ncaffrey@mhc.ie

- **Niamh Keogh**
  - Partner
  - +353 1 614 5848
  - nkeogh@mhc.ie

What Others Say About Us

- **Our Tax Team**
  - “on-point advice and have the right knowledge”
  - Chambers & Partners, 2019

- **Our Tax Team**
  - Noted for a ‘strong consultancy offering’ which ‘excels at major cross-border tax work’.
  - Legal 500, 2018